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Mizumitsu Hiroshiko

Hiroshiko Mizumitsu is a player character played by Demibear.

Hiroshiko Mizumitsu

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33A)
Date of Birth: 2日 1月 YE 40
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Jôtô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

A product of a NH-33 and a Nepleslian born NH-31, Hiroshiko physique pushes the maximum of what her
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NH-33 genetics allow. She has lighter tanned skin of her father, almond shaped violet eyes, black hair,
and human ears (her father's influence)/hands. Hiroshiko's height is 180cm, has a weight that exceeds
her fellow NH-33 at 60kg and 34D-24-34 measurements.

Personality

Raised by a very serious and stoic clerk, a lot of this rub off on Hiroshiko in the short period of time she
was raised by her. Though this has been chipped away a lot by the huge number of more childlike
Nekovalkyrja she is surrounded by.

History

Pre-RP

Born at the beginning of YE 40, Hiroshiko is the product of two soldiers of the Star Army of Yamatai
getting frisky while on shore leave. With Mikael disappearing (sent to another universe) around the time
of her birth, Ingrid opted to raise the new youngling on her own. Which wasn't too difficult since it was
she herself that brought Hiroshiko into the world.

RP

In late YE 41, Santo Hei Mizumitsu was sent with a contingent of other technicians from the Nataria Fleet
Depot to the Himiko system to help with faulty sensors. She would discover that the sensors on the YSS
Dawn Hammer were completely trashed. But before she could even start to discover the cause her
standard equipment was not detected, the Kuvexians attacked in mass.

As she was making her way back to speak with the ship's reactor engineer to receive a new task, a dark
Elysian armor teleported onto the ship. The terror of seeing the figure in the distance caused her to
freeze in her position and drop to nearby cover in hopes the dark angel would not see her. This spared
her the fate of the engineers that were the true target of the fiend.

When she was able to come to grips with her reality once more, Hiroshiko would find that the ship's
aether reactor was sabotaged to overload. Despite not being a propulsion engineer, the young systems
technician and sensors specialists did her best to delay the inevitable until hopefully, someone with more
knowledge would come by dumping the emergency coolant reserves into the reactor. A combat engineer
would eventually materialize with his team.

With his help, Hiroshiko was able to stop the overload of the reactor with the use of subspace detonation
mini-missiles. Though before she was able to activate the backup reactors, the engineering bay became
a battleground of coolant leaks when the dark angel made his return and attacked. Hiroshiko only
escaped death there to trigger the subspace detonation afterward due to instincts making her move her
body while her mind went into shock.

She ended up arming herself to the teeth and escaped the ship with a surviving infantrywoman named
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Tomoe. She now finds herself stranded on the Planet Himiko, holding it together mentally with the
imagined and idealized version of Mikael Harris.

Together with her new partner, the pair managed to fight their way to safety and off-world. The
experience bonded the two into becoming close friends.

After some psychological help and due to her actions on Himiko, Hiroshiko began training and completed
supplemental training into the power systems of modern warships and returned to her assignment at
Nataria Depot. Months later, she was caught up in the 3rd Battle of Nataria where she finally met her
father. Learning a great deal in how he acted, her mother was not exaggerating about him at all.

Wanting to make up for lost time, Mikael gifted her a data shard with a number of unclassified combat
techniques and personal memories he thought would be relevant to her. But what he did not tell her was
that those memories contained an small AI based on her personality matrix (one of many) that he uses to
help sort operational data. This particular one personifies his SAINT operative, remaining hidden from
Hiroshiko except for when it feels she is in need of support.

After spending some time talking to him and her mother on Nataria, she is ready to head back out into
the stars. She opted to apply for the exchange program with Nepleslia and was assigned to the flagship
of the 3rd Assault Fleet, the NSS Wrath of Nepleslia. There she met up with her old combat partner on
Nataria that had the same idea.

Hiroshiko was recalled from her exchange position due to the shortages of manpower experienced on the
YSS Wakaba. Remembering her time on Himiko, she dreaded having to set foot on another Sharie Class
Battleship.

And her suspicions about that class of ships proved to be correct yet again when the ship disappeared in
late YE 43.

Wakaba Files

Deragmentation and reconstruction in process…

The Start

Hiroshiko was near engineering at the time when she became pinned down under wreckage when one of
the conduits overloaded and exploded from the trip. She was saved by a science technician named and
Hara Yuri, while directing X to take care of a plasma fire that erupted shortly after.

Shortly after, she was contacted by the ship's MEGAMI to help bypass its communication lines as the
primary had been ripped away by the anomaly that had brought them to the location. Hiroshiko ventured
to the destination location to complete the bypass and replace the burnt out router discovered there,
unable to escape the a nearby conduit eruption.

Hiroshiko was on her way to commence a similar repair for the ship's sensors when the ship became
under attack from a then unknown foe (NMX) started to soften the Wakaba for a raid. Hiroshiko would
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encounter a lone Ripper Power Armor when she and another technician were attempted to initiate the
wire bypass for the that part of the ship's sensor systems.

Wearing only an Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES), Hiroshiko swiftly got the floating head of
her now dead partner and used the ship's maintenance corridors to escape the Ripper. After continuously
ripping through the ship in pursuit of her (escaping into yet another maintenance corridor, the Ripper
eventually got bored and looked for more worthy prey to kill.

Skills Learned

Skill Training Source

Communications

Hiroshiko is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and
can make transmissions to and receive transmissions from other
characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles
in both combat and non-combat conditions. Hiroshiko is fluent in
Yamataigo (邪馬台語) and proficient in her natural wireless abilities.
She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write
reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Star Army
Common Skills

Fighting

Hiroshiko received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with
a rigorous training program. She is skilled and experienced in
combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and
without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols,
knives, and power armor. Her father imparted an annotated
download of his combat skills as a gift to her (CRIED/Giretsu
Training). She still needs to actually train and go through her own
experience to actually master them.

Star Army
Common
Skills/Mikael
Harris

Technology
Operation

Hiroshiko is capable of operating any computer system that uses
the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient
in entering and/or searching for information. She is knowledgeable
in quantum computing, computing, optics, acoustics,
nanotechnology operation, digital-signal processing (DSP), and has
limited electronic warfare skills due to her specialty with sensors.

Star Army
Common Skills

Mathematics Hiroshiko received basic mathematics training, to including up to
algebra and trigonometry.

Star Army
Common Skills

Maintenance and
Repair

Hiroshiko is a qualifed SAoY Technician (Tech specialty) with an
above average skill working with sensors. She also has a knack for
making something out of nothing. Her experience on the YSS Dawn
Hammer has helped push her to refine it and think outside of the
box and train into the Starship Engineering specialty.

Star Army
Technician

Sciences

Hiroshiko is knowledgeable in aerodynamics, electromagnetic
physics, FTL propulsion, nuclear physics, atomic solid state physics,
quantum mechanics, plasma physics, statistical mechanics, shield
engineering, and other sciences related to reactors or propulsion.
This is due to additional training she recieved after her experience
on the YSS Dawn Hammer.

Star Army
Technician
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Social Connections

Hiroshiko Mizumitsu is connected to:

Father: Mikael Harris
Mother: Nito Heisho Ingrid Mizumitsu (NH-33 Clerk)
Friend: Kamiya Misakura
Daughter: Mizumoto Reiko

Service Record

Year Assignment Position Rank Orders Date
YE 40 Fort Hankou Yontô Hei YE 40 3月 24日
YE 40 Nataria Fleet Depot Engineering Santô Hei YE 40 8月 24日

YE 41 Nataria Fleet Depot Engineering Nitô Hei YE 41 8月 24日

YE 43 YSS Wakaba Engineering Ittô Hei YE 43 6月 12日

For saving the YSS Dawn Hammer from first attempt of destruction.

Fought in the battle
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For the Kuvexian War

Battle of Himiko

Battle of Glimmergold as an exchange soldier with the Nepleslian Military

Inventory & Finance

Hiroshiko Mizumitsu has the following:

Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Star Army Duffel Bag RIKUPAT
1 Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 RIKUPAT Includes 2 waterproof bags
1 kit Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31A RIKUPAT Includes backpack

1 Star Army Poncho, Type 38 RIKUPAT Field gear; Weather gear;
Includes liner

1 set Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES) Cadet Blue Complete set

2 sets Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 Regal Blue Includes jacket & pants or skirt
and tights, and 1 pair shoes

3 Star Army Undershirt Regal Blue
1 pair Utility gloves, Type 21 Jet black
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32 Regal Blue
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32 Black Weather gear
1 pair Gloves, Type 32 Cadet blue Weather gear

2 sets Star Army Working Uniform, Type 31 Dark Blue Includes working boots and
work gloves (cadet blue)

1 Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32 (for working
uniform) Cadet Blue

2 sets Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 see page Includes sports shoes, black

1 kit Star Army Undergarments see page Includes Socks, underwear,
bras if applicable

1 kit Star Army Toiletry Kit Black
1 Star Army Belt, Type 35 (for duty uniform) Jet black
1 Star Army Communicator, Type 36 Black

1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 Black Includes 1 BR-28 Series
Battery Magazine

1 Type 34 Multi-Function Bracelet Black
1 Star Army Bodysuit, Type 42

She is also has issued Marine Nepleslian Standard Issue Equipment due to once being an exchange
soldier. She has a bonus blue NSMC Type 33 Cap with the insignia of the NSS Wrath of Nepleslia on it.

Hiroshiko Mizumitsu currently has 3000 KS.
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Artwork

 1)

OOC Information

This page was created by demibear on 08, 08 2019 at 08:48 using the Character Template Form.

In the case demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Mizumitsu Hiroshiko
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status Active Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Discharged
SAOY Rank Jôtô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment YSS Wakaba
SAOY Entry Year YE 40
DOR Year YE 46
DOR Month 1
SAOY Exit Year YE 46
Orders Orders

1)

Artwork commissioned from https://artistsnclients.com/people/NesuRin
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